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INTRODUCTION TO RARE EVENTS AND 
FLUCTUATIONS

• Rare event/fluctuation – low probability, so why 
bother?

• CONSEQUENCES MAY BE EXTREME, e.g. :

• Traffic jams on single lane roads (Princeton 
versus Delhi)

• Stock Market Crashes
• Tsunamis
• Dopants in semiconductors (1 part in 107)





Net effect: “BLOCHITIS” in 
Condensed Matter Physics

• Understand system without disorder first, then 
perturb around it =>

• Effective Medium Theory, Average T-matrix 
approximation, Coherent Potential 
approximation, Mean field approach, …

• But MANY phenomena not captured, e.g. 
Percolation, Localization, Rare Fluctuation 
effects (Griffiths Singularities), Non-gaussian
behavior in thermodynamic limit, etc.













Data: K. Andres et al, Phys. Rev. B 24, 244 (1981)
Theory: Bhatt & Lee, Phys. Rev. Lett. 48, 344 (1982) 

Magnetic Susceptibility of Si:P in Insulating Phase 

















Impurity States in Semiconductors
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
• Rare Fluctuations DO matter in (Quantum) Condensed Matter systems with 

disorder, for a variety of properties – dielectric, transport, magnetic

• In 1D quantum spin chains, dominate low-T thermodynamics: (i) divergent 
magnetic response, (ii) varying exponents, and (iii) separation of phase 
transition from thermodynamic singularities.

• Similar behavior for (ii) and (iii) seen in 2D and 3D for transverse field Ising
spin glass, but effect decreases with increasing D.

• In 2D quantum Hall transitions, non-Gaussian statistics with power law 
tails of Hall conductivity

• For MI transition in disordered 3D systems, resonant pairs lead to infra-red 
divergent dielectric response which rides on top of and is part of scaling 
behavior of the conductivity

• Other examples - magnetic response in disordered insulator as well as 
disordered metal, long time tails in dynamics, disordered 
superconductors?





CONCLUDING REMARKS
I. Rare Fluctuation and Large Disorder Effects are consequential, and occur in a 

variety of aspects of quantum systems – dielectric properties, magnetic behavior, 
(Hall) conductivity fluctuations, and a host of other phenomena.

II. In dielectric response, “resonant states” dominate low frequency ac conductivity 
and appear to be part of the scaling description of the Insulator-Metal transition. 

III. Magnetic behavior of highly disordered quantum antiferromagnets: “vise-like grip”
of the strongest bonds enslaves all spins and sets the hierarchy of ordering in a 
manner not seen in (classical) Ising spin systems with same bond distribution.

In 1D, system flows to infinite disorder fixed point characterized by large difference 
between average and typical spin-spin correlations; with dimerization, appearance 
of Griffiths phase – continuously variable exponents, short range spin correlation.

In higher dimensions for appropriate (dilute) systems, similar behavior persists for 
several orders of energy – slow meandering in Hamiltonian space – irrelevance of 
fixed point?

IV The distribution of Hall conductance at a QH step is characterized by long, power-
law tails, so the second moment does not exist. This is due to rare instances of 
eigenvalues being unusually close.

V. The list goes on – this talk has gone over only a few examples.
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